The term "impact analysis" is used with many meanings. We define a three-part framework for characterizing and comparing diverse impact analysis approaches. The parts correspond to how an approach is used to accomplish impact analysis, how an approach does impact analysis internally, and the effectiveness of the impact analysis approach. To illustrate the frameworks application, we classify five impact analysis approaches according to it.
No Consensus Definition
IA has been practiced in various forms for years, yet there is no consensus definition. For example, IA does not appear in the IEEE Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology [IEEE19831. WADC19861 defined IA as "an examination of an impact to determine its parts or elements." (They defined an impact as the "effect or result of making a change to a system or its software.") pfleege1-911 defined IA as "the evaluation of the many risks associated with the change, including estimates of the effects on resources, effort, and the schedule." @. 433)
Related Terms
There are other IA-related terms. An impact (noun) is a part determined to be affected, and therefore worthy of inspection. Traceability is the ability to determine what parts are related to what other parts according to specific relationships. A side effect is an "error or other undesirable behavior that occurs as a result of a modification " [Freedman 198 13. Stability is "...the resistance to the potential ripple effect which a program would have when it is modified" ([Yau1980], p. 28). Ripple effect is the "effect caused by making a small change to a system which affects many other parts of a system." [Stevens19741
Problems with Impact Analysis Divergence
The lack of a common view of IA, and the proliferation of related terms, has led to several problems:
It is hard to decide what is meant by IA. People rarely
There is a lack of dimensions for comparing one IA
It is hard to know if enough information is available for
It is hard to discem when different work on IA is related.
It is hard to discem what work contributes to IA and what does not, according to a basic framework for assessing the technology.
give explicit definitions.
approach with another. significant comparison.
The Impact Analysis Framework
In this section we present the framework intuitively. First we summarize the major parts of the framework. Next we discuss each part in more detail. Then we summarize the collected features of the framework as a way to compare IA approaches.
Overview
Figure 3-1 outlines how to use the framework. The framework can be used to guide understanding of an IA approach, to compare or evaluate IA approaches, or to structure analyses of IA approaches. The framework provides several points for assessing an I A approach. This The following sections, describing each part of the framework, are structured as follows: First, the purpose of the framework part is given. Then a diagram is given to frame its context. 
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iin ~~ The internal object model defines the objects and relationships (or dependencies) the approach uses to accomplish IA. The internal object model is normally stored in a repository of some kind. The repository has its own features for loading, browsing, and modifying objects and relationships. The repository is loaded by decomposing the artifact into objects and relationships conforming to the internal object model.
The impact model defines the rules or embedded assumptions reflecting the semantics about what affects what. It defines the classes of objects and relationships used by the IA approach, and ways (rules, algorithms) for determining when a change to one object will affect another object. These may be embedded in the internal object model or the impact calculation algorithms. Sometimes they may appear as a separate rules base.
The tracing/impact approach implements the impact model. The tracing/impact approach defines how objects and dependencies are represented, how impact rules are captured (e.g., programmed), and the specific search algorithms used to find impacted objects and relationships. Each of these parts has many variations that, for brevity, we do not discuss here. An example illustrating IA Parts is incremental program recompilation. The programmer makes a change to software and the compiler must determine the minimal parts that must be recompiled, and in what order. The change here is specified implicitly: the compiler detects which parts of the code have been modified. The change is then translated into the compiler's compilation graph, which captures compilation dependencies between compilable code units. The compilation graph was produced through earlier compilations of the code. The compiler than applies its impact algorithm to determine what program units must be recompiled and in what order. (Often this is not visible to the programmer, or is just taken for granted.) Though not part of IA, the compiler then often goes ahead and recompiles the affected program units. What the programmer sees is a program that has been recOmpiled.
IA Effectiveness
This part of the framework concems how well the IA approach accomplishes IA. Once IA is done, how The actual impact set (AIS) is the set of objects (in the artifact object model) actually modified as the result of performing the change. The AIS# is the image of the AIS in terms of objects and relationships in the interface object model.
I
The AIS is normally not unique, since a change can be implemented in several ways. (Nevertheless, in our discussion we will mention "the" AIS, meaning an AIS resulting from a particular impact analysis.) In our examples, we will also assume that the AIS reflects a correct implementation of a change.
It is also possible to characterize the SIS, EIS, and AIS in terms of the intemal object model. For simplicity in discussing the framework, we shall discuss them at the level of the interface object model and above.
EffectIveness Concepts
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bwl and Measures
We consider four areas that should be examined to determine the effectiveness of an IA approach.
SiS# and EIS#
This area looks at the relationship of the SIS# with EIS#. By definition, the EIS# always contains the SIS#. Yet the relative size of the EIS# influences the work to be Table 3 -3 discusses the possibilities. For each case, a picture of the relationship, with defining conditions, is given. Then a metric with a measurement is given to detect when the case occurs. A point description (i.e., in looking at a single measurement) of the implications of the case is described. Finally, the "Desired Trends"
indicates the desired, expected, and goal measurement tends that would be wanted over several applications of the IA This area looks at the relationship of the EIS# with the System#. In general, we do not want the IA approach to estimate that everything is affected-that is, the EIS# is the same as the System#-unless that is indeed the case. The "distance" of the EIS# from the System# is a way to gauge the sharpness of the IA. The relationship between the EIS# and the AIS# is also meaningful. We want the AIS# to be contained regularly in the EIS#, and preferably very close or exactly the same.
This would give us more confidence that IA approach results in estimated impacts that can be more carefully relied on to give the true scope of a change.
We do not want the AIS# greater than EIS#, since this means that the EIS# is less a reliable indicator of the true scope of a change. paragraphs, the paragraph containing the sentences is specified as the SIS# to the IA approach. The IA approach then does IA, resulting in an EIS# of five paragraphs (including the paragraph in the SIS#). Except for the SIS# paragraph. all four other paragraphs must be inspected, meaning 24 sentences must be inspected (6 sentences/paragraph in the figure) . In contrast, if the granularity was at the level of sentences, then potentially only the two actually affected sentences (see figure) could have been found. Thus a finer granularity search would allow a potential search savings of 480% (= 24 predicted impacted sentences / (5 actually impacted sentences, including, in this example, the two sentences in the original SIS) ).
detect all references to a given software object (data field, disk file, flag, module, etc.) and assists in understanding relationships between software artifacts.
The third is a traceability system represented by the Automated Life Cycle IA System (ALICIA) [RADC1986] . ALICIA represents one of the first and most comprehensive attempts to address IA with automated traceability mechanisms. The Table 3 -6 illustrates some possibilities with granularity.
Similar comments and observations can be made between the relative granularities of the interface object model and the internal object model.
Table 3-6. Granularity Possibilities
Comments Granularities are about equal. Potentially less work needed to translate impacts into the SIS#. Potentially less work needed to translate results from the EIS#. Artifact object model has finer granularity than the interface object model. Potentially more work in discovering m e impacts (at artifact object model level) from those predicted in the EIS#. Artifact object model has coarser granularity than the interface object model. Potentially more work is needed to specify f i e grained objects in the SIS#.
Case
Artifact Interface
G1
Object Model Object Model n o 1 rl
G2

G3
3.4.3. Summary Table   Table 3 -7 summarizes the resulting framework elements from IA effectiveness.
To illustrate the use of, and provide some justification for, the IA framework, Table 4 -1 uses the framework elements to compare five IA approaches. The first is a program slicer represented by the Surgeon's Assistant developed to investigatt decomposition slicing as a softwart m a i n t e n a n c e t e c h n i q u c [Gallagher199 11. Decomposition her( is effectively an impact analysis of thc fourth is a Documenting System called Software Document Support (SODOS) environment [Horowitzl986] . It supports the development and maintenance of software documentation. Finally, a commercial tool called the Battlemap Analysis Tool" (BAT) [McCabe1992] represents a control flow analyzer (among other capabilities). Control flow tools identify calling dependencies, logical decisions (conditions such as IF-THEN-ELSE, LOOPS, CASE statements, etc.), and other control information to examine control flow impacts.
We see two distinct approaches to IA here. The first type (represented by the program slicer, cross referencer, and control flow analyzer) is source code oriented and examines dependencies within the same artifact type. The second type (represented by ALICIA and SODOS) is life-cycledocument oriented and examines dependencies between differing artifact types. Generally speaking, the first type is more mature and provides a finer grained analysis of 
Granularity
In practice, the repeated translations from the artifact objects to interface and intemal objects, and back, causes several kinds of problems. For example, there is the problem of predicting what artifact objects are actually affected from the EIS# (interface model objects). The translation from the artifact object model to the interface object model and back is usually manual.
Figure 3-6 illustrates this problem. If the artifact object model includes sentences and paragraphs as objects, but the interface object model includes only paragraphs as objects, then we must express a change to a sentence in the artifact model as an impacted paragraph in the interface object model. The resulting EIS# would then include impacted paragraphs. This means work is needed to look inside the impacted paragraphs to find the exact sentences that may be impacted. It also means many more spurious impacts would have to be looked at because the impact bandwidth of a paragraph is often bigger than that for a sentence.
In this example, the SIS has two sentences. Because the IA interface object model can only express impacts with 
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We believe this work will be helpful to those desiring to investigate the functionality of existing IA approaches.
For those hoping to compare approaches, the framework should provide plenty of useful differentiators.
